UKUPC Market Insight Document – March 2022

The third iteration of our UKUPC Market Insight Document providing detail on what is happening in national and international supply chains, was emailed to members on 1st March 2022. This document is updated and circulated quarterly to UKUPC members.

Following your feedback, we have this time introduced an additional summary document. This, we hope, will make it easier to circulate key high-level information to those in your organisation who have an interest; the Market Insight document itself remains very detailed.

We recognise that as with Brexit and then Covid, the fast-moving situation in Ukraine is going to have a significant impact on our activity which will need our attention. Whilst we don’t fully understand all the issues yet, there are many reliable sources who are reporting potential risks; Supply management here and here, Reuters here and SSCEU here to start with.

If you wish to share knowledge on this matter or have any particular questions that you would like answered, please get in touch.

As always, we hope the market insight document is useful. Your feedback is important to ensure we can continue to develop this document and make it more helpful with each edition.

Please contact your relevant JCG Rep. below, for the latest copy of the document (members only) or to provide feedback:

Claire McCallum - APUC
Helen Dodd-Williams – NWUPC
Emma Keenan – LUPC
Lorraine Hayes – NEUPC
Rob Johnson – SUPC
Howard Allaway – HEPCW
Steve Creighton – TEC
Jane Eve – TUCO